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Addiction neuroscience is a multidisciplinary approach to treating substance and non-substance (such as eating disorders) 
addictive behaviors. Researchers in this field aim to understand the neural mechanisms underlying this disease.1 Over the 
past 30 or more years, substance use disorder (SUD) research has increased significantly, as has our understanding of the 
neural and genetic mechanisms of addiction. New methodologies have been developed (both clinical and pre-clinical) to 
assess molecular and neurochemical changes in neuronal systems. In the case of SUD, it is important to remember that 
DNA pre-addiction antecedents and unwanted negative insults are due to epigenetics.2,3 While we are not there yet, 
especially when we are administering opioids to treat opioid dependence as if there is an opioid deficiency,4 new 
advancements have revealed neurogenetic and epigenetic processes by which molecular, neurobiological, and socio- 
spiritual factors increase vulnerability and resilience to these behaviors.5,6 For example, an individual’s inability to 
replace short-term rewards with more beneficial long-term rewards can involve neurological and behavioral disruption.7 

Knowledge of the combinative role of genes and environment (epigenetics) can help sway unwanted substances and 
behavioral addictions.8,9

Overall well-being involves numerous neurotransmitters and second messengers. Their intricate interactions regulate 
the release of dopamine at post-neuronal sites, such as the Nucleus Accumbens (commonly referred to as the brain’s 
reward center).10 In 1995, Kenneth Blum introduced the concept of “Reward Deficiency Syndrome” (RDS) to highlight 
hypo-functionality of dopaminergic brain circuits, presented clinically as a reduction in the capacity to experience 
pleasure and a super-sensitivity to behavioral drives.11–13 It is now well known that genotypical and acquired hypodo-
paminergia contributes to the development of RDS.14 Individuals afflicted with RDS often turn to substance abuse in an 
attempt to alleviate diminished reward symptoms, offering temporary relief from this deficit.15

Yet the ongoing use of such substances exacerbates the deficits over time, ultimately amplifying RDS and stress 
levels.16 Moreover, RDS deficits can be exacerbated by negative emotions that trigger epigenetic changes. Methylation 
on chromosomal histones can result in substantial disruption of gene expression.17 Chronic exposure to alcohol and other 
addictive substances can result in executive functional connectivity deficits in the brain. DRD2 methylation was 
negatively associated with left and right executive control network connectivity. DRD2 methylation was also associated 
with severity of alcohol problems, reinforcing a theoretical model in which epigenetics and neurobiology correlates of 
alcohol consumption and SUD. Positive and nurturing behaviors that bring about beneficial effects on gene expression 
can be a potential solution, lessening such deep distress to these concerns.18,19 Lastly, shifting the focus from medication 
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prescription towards the restoration of dopaminergic homeostasis (or hedonostasis) may be a complementary therapeutic 
modality to treat opioid use disorder.

Opioid overdoses kill over 100,000 individuals each year.20 Approximately 800 million people globally express 
addiction and RDS behaviors, necessitating innovative thinking to address these concerns.21 We strongly believe that 
preaddiction trait detection through tools such as genetic testing is an essential preventative strategy.22

Currently, at least one approved FDA treatment for OUD is to prescribe powerful opioids which of course can induce 
unwanted dependence. One major benefit is that this successfully helps reduce harm. However, it is our responsibility as 
scientists and clinicians to focus on novel ways to combat drug-induced dopamine dysregulation and promote the 
functional balance of dopamine in the brain. This premise to induce dopamine homeostasis can be accomplished via non- 
pharmaceutical non-addictive and safer interventions including neuromodulation, nutraceuticals as well as cognitive and 
mindfulness therapies.
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